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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes an integrated system for dextrous manipulation using a Utah
MIT hand that allows one to look at the higher levels of control in a number of 
grasping and manipulation tasks. The system consists of a number of low-level sys
tem primitives for grasping, integrated hand and robotic ann movement, tactile sen
sors mounted on the fingenips. sensing primitives to utilize joint position. tendon 
force and tactile array feedback, and a high-level programming environment that 
allows task level scripts to be created for grasping and manipulation tasks. A 
number of grasping and manipulation tasks are described that have been imple
mented with this system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Great strides have been made in developing multi-fingered hands such as the Salisbury 
hand (9) the Utah-MIT hand [8]. and the Belgrade hand [16]. The focus of the early work on 
these hands was at the lower levels of control. This is entirely reasonable since a txmom up 
effort to build a usable robotic hand must necessarily precede higher level uses of the hand. 
But the state of affairs has changed somewhat; the hands mentioned above have made their 
way into labs and researchers are starting to exploit their potential. This paper details our own 
experience in building an integrated system for dextrous manipulation using a Utah-NUT hand 
that allows one to look at the higher levels of control in a number of grasping and manipula
tion tasks. 

We wish to acknowledge the work of others who have attempted to build systems to per
form manipulation and grasping tasks. Among these are Geschke's early system to perform 
integrated robotic manipulation tasks [5]. the work of Takase et al [14) in building an 
integrated robotic teaching and learning system. Salisbury's integrated hand/tactile system [13), 
Fearing's work with a tactile sensor mounted on a dextrous hand [3), the work of the group at 
USC integrating the Belgrade hand into an active sensing environment[ 16], and the original 
Utah-MIT hand researchers (12) who developed a low level control system for the hand and a 
software environment to utilize the low level control functions. 

The system we have built contains the following components: 

• A set of low-level system primitives that serve as the basis for the control of the hand. 

• A true hand/arm system with many degrees of freedom formed by mounting the hand on 
a robotic manipulator (a PUMA 560). 



• Intcgratcd tactile ,cnsors on the lingcn!DS th.lt provldc forc~ ~..:nsltive respor.ses arid 
Caneslan position :nformatlon. 

• Scn,in~ primitives that make :' of JOInt position. tendon force. and tactile array sensing 
::1 ..i nUl1,bcr at ",ra~ping . .lnd CT:.lnipulauon tasks. 

• :\ ht::h-Je\cl progrJITlming front cnd that allows task lcvcJ sCripts for common :;n'rln,: 
and manipulation tasks to be written easily and cogenuy. allOWing the natural con
currency of such a hand/arm s~ stem to be captured at the programming level. 

In building this system. we have been surprised by the case with which a number of r·.?a
;;onably compkx grasping and manipulation tasks (dcscribed below) have been implemented. 
We are encouraged by this result to believe that intcgrating a hand into an existing roootic'> 
cn\ ironmem can be donc simply and robustly oncc thc right set of primitivcs and structures ar..: 
dcvdoped. The remainder of this paper is a deSCription of each of the modules in our systcm 
and a description of some tasks that have been performed by thc system to date. [n the con
Lluslon. we offer some of our idcas on future directions of this rcsearch. including adding new 
~cnsors to this em·ironmcm. 

Fil.!~re 1: Hand Arm "~,,tem. 
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directly opposite the other three fingers. with all fingers identical in size (see figure I). The 
hand has joint position sensors that yield joint angle data and tendon force sensors that meas
ure forces on each of the two tendons (extensor and flexor) that control a joint. The PUMA 
adds 6 degrees of freedom to the system (3 translation parameters to move the hand in space 
and 3 rotational parameters to orient the hand). yielding a 22 degree of freedom system. 
Oearly. such a system is a nightmare to control at the servo-level in real-time. Our approach 
is to use the embedded controllers in each of these systems. controlling and communicating 
with them through an intelligent. high-level controller that links together the movements of 
arm. hand and fingers with the feedback sensing of joint positions. tendon forces. and tactile 
responses on the fingers. 

The hardware structure of the system is shown in Figure 2. The high-level control 
resides in a SUN-3 processor. The SUN serves as the central controller. and has access to a 
full UNIX based system for program development and debugging as well as a set of window
based utilities to allow graphical output and display of the system's various states. The hand is 
controlled by an analog controller that is commanded through D/A boards from a dedicated 
68020 system. The SUN is capable of downloading and executing code on the 68020 and can 
communicate with it through a shared memory interface [11]. The tactile sensing system is 
controlled by another dedicated 68020 that monitors the forces on each of the sensor pads. 
The connection from the SUN to the PUMA is via the VAL-II host control option over a serial 
interface. 

The software structure is shown in Figure 3. The high-level control program is called 
DIAL and was originally developed by Steven Fe iner[4] for use as a graphical animation 
language. DIAL is implemented on the SUN-3 and is able to communicate via system level 
primitives to the hand system over the shared VME bus and via a serial line to the PUMA 
manipulator. The following sections describe the system in detail. 

2.1. Low-Level System Primitives 

The low-level system system primitives described in Table I are organized along two 
dimensions. type and dmnain. Type refers to the type of sensing or actuation (or both) which 
the primitive implemenrs. Continuous sensing implies a monitoring mode while one shot sens
ing implies a static sensor reading. Continuous action implies a synchronized control loop 
while one shot action implies an imperative command. Domain refers to the coordinate frame 
or sensor domain that the primitive operates in. The primitives are: 

• GET JOINTS: Reads the joint angles on the hand. 

• GET FORCES: Reads the forces (measured at the wrist of the hand) on the flexor and 
extensor tendons that control each joint. 

• GET TACTn.E: Reads a 16xl6 tactile array on each finger. 

• GET WRIST: Reads the Cartesian position of the PUMA wrist. 

• GOTO MOVE: A one shot move that is done atomically. Implemented by setting the 
desired joint position in the analog control system directly to the final position value of 
the move for each joint. Move commands have the ability to use symbolic names for 
specified poses. There is a set of standard pose names available for use by the higher 
level programming system. panicularly for hand pre-shaping operations. 
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• TRAJECfORY MOVE: Allows a single joint or a number of joints to be moved along 
an interpolated trajectory from a starting joint space vector to an er.ding jo~t space vec
tor. There is also an analogous command that interpolates in Cartesian space for fingertip 
motion. 

• PosmON CaNT ACf: This is a continuous sensing primitive that is implemented in 
the Cartesian position domain. When the difference between actual and desired Cartesian 
fingertip position exceeds a threshold. contact is signaled. 

• FORCE CaNT ACf: Same as above but tendon forces are monitored for changes. A 
change in force differentials implies a finger contact. 

• T ACfILE CaNT ACf: The tactile arrays are monitored for readings above a 
prespecified threshold. 

LOW-LEVEL SYSTEM PRIMITIVES 

NAME TYPE DOMAIN 

GET JOINTS One Shot Sensing Joint Position 

GET FORCES One Shot Sensing Tendon Force 

GET TACTILE One Shot Sensing Tactile Array 

GET WRIST One Shot Sensing Cartesian Position 

GOTO MOVE One Shot Action Joint Position 
Cartesian Position 

TRAJECTORY MOVE Continuous Action Joint Position 
Cartesian Position 

POSmON CaNT ACT Continuous Sensing Cartesian Position 

FORCE CO NT ACT Continuous Sensing Tendon Force 

TACTILE CONTACT Continuous Sensing Tactile Array 

Table 1: Low-Level System Primitives 

2.2. Composite Functions 

Table 2 lists a number of composite functions that have been built out of the low-level 

system primitives. Each composite function is described below: 

• GRASP WITH FORCE: Used to grasp objects with a desired grip strength. The com
mand closes all joints specified by a joint mask incrementally while monitoring the ten
don forces controlling the joints in the tendon mask. When the difference between the 
flexor and extensor tendon forces on a joint exceeds the specified threshold, movement of 
that joints stops. This process continues until the forces on all of the tendons in the ten
don mask have surpassed the threshold. This primitive is useful for grasping objects 

when their precise dimensions are unknown. 
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I CO\IPOS[TE FLSCT[O:'\fS 
, 

I 
'-:.-\\1E TYPE 00\1.-\[:'-1 , , 

I GRASP W[TH FORCE Continuous St!I1.<;ing. Tendon Force 
Continuous Action Joint Position 

GCAROEO \10VE Conllnuous St!I1.-;Ing. Tt!noon Force 

Conll nuous :\ctlon Cancsian Position 
Tactile .-\ITJY 

U\1P , ConllnuClus St!I1.SIng. JOInt PosilJon 
, I Conllnuous ACl10n 

Tab[e 2: Composite functions 

• GL··\ROEO \10\·E: This (omposllt! funCtion combines onc or more of the three low· 
k\cl cClntad rnmlll\Cs I POS[T[O'-: CO'-:TACT. FORCE CO:"-TACT. or TACT[LE 
CO,\T.-\CTI \I, Ilh lhe clthcr h;md lin~cr motion or motion of the PV .. \.-\ arm. When J 

':l1nl3d I:; JClCdcJ. the rck\ant motion (CJScs. 
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• LIMP: This primitive is very useful in establishing grasps. It allows a human to interact 
with the hand and position it manually. It is implemented by comparing the actual jOint 
positions with the previous joint positions. and updating the current desired position to 
reflect the new actual joint positions. For example. a hand can be placed on an object in 
a known position and the position can then be recorded for future use. It has a feature to 
allow the masking out of joints that need to be fixed (not LIMP) and those which should 
be under LL.\1P control. 

2.3_ Tactile Primitives 

The tactile sensors we are using [7,15] consist of 16 x 16 grids of piezo-resistive polym
eric material that are conformable to the finger's shape. They are manufactured by sandwiching 
the polymeric material between two pliable sheets of Kapton that contain electrical etching. 
The application of forces on the pads provides an increased electrical flow channel between the 
two sheets as the material within is compressed. Results with this sensor have been good, par
ticularly with respect to signal isolation. The sensors are monitored by a separate 68020 that is 
responsible for low-level tactile processing. including AID conversion. and thresholding and 
normalization of signals. Some of the low-level tactile primitives that have been implemented 
are: 

• TACTILE FILTERS: A number of useful digital filters have been implemented including 
averaging and median filters which are very useful in processing noisy tactile data [10]. 

• TACTILE MOIvfENTS: A useful technique for quickly getting contact information is 
central moment analysis [6]. The contact area and centroid of the contact can be deter
mined using moments. The second moments are useful for determining the eccentricity of 
the contact region and the principal axes of the contact. 

• EDGE DETECTION: A number of edge detectors have been developed and used for 
feature extraction from tactile images. 

• L~'E DETECTION: Lines are detected by using the output of the edge detection pro
cedure in a Hough transform [2]. We have successfully analyzed tactile image data and 
obtained the equations of straight lines in a single impression [I] 

204. PU~A Arm Primitives 

The arm primitives are already embedded in VAL-II, the programming environment of 
the PUMA. They include movement primitives. asynchronous interrupt capability, and the 
Jbility to establish arbitrary coordinate frames such as the hand coordinate system. It also pro
vides a global coordinate system in which the tasks can take place. 

3. DIAL: A HIGH-LEVEL CONTROL SYSTE\1 

DIAL is a diagrammatic language that allows parallel processes to be represented in a 
compacl graphical "lime line". II has been used for animation of graphical displays but it has 
been transported by us to the robotics domain so we may exploit its ability to express parallel 
operation of robotic devices. It also provides a convenient way to implement task-level scripts 
which can then be bound to particular sensors. actuators and methods for accomplishing a gen
eric grasping or manipulation task. The instruction set that DIAL suppons is specified at run
time in a user-supplied backend. We have created a DIAL backend to work in our environ
ment which has the need to express parallel actions in the performance of simple grasping and 
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manipulation tasks. Given that wc need to control the hand and arm movemcnt concurrently, 
as well as integrating information from three different sensor systems (joint position. tendon 
force. tactile array). we found it natural to program tasks in DIAL scripts. 

/* Curl a finger, then extend it, then c~rl it again more slowly than 
the first time */ 

/* DEFINITION LINES */ 
% curl move_finger 
% extend move_finger 

1 0 2000 2000 2000 
1 0 -2000 -2000 -2000 

/* EXECUTION LINES */ 
/* 1234567890123456789012345678 .... */ 
curl #===== # 
extend #=== 

Figure 4: A simple DIAL script to move fingers. 

3.1. DIAL Scripts 

Figure 4 ~hows a simple DIAL script to movc a fingcr of the hand. The horizontal 
dimension of DIAL's 2-D language represenL~ time. with each column corresponding to what 
is .::allcd J flck. Each event stans at a panicular tick and lasts for some integral number of 
licks. DI.-\L handles all 110w of control by dctcrmining which events are to be cxccutcd during 
cach tick. Emncs in each column of cxccution lines (described belovo") specify the evcnL'i that 
Jrc to be performed during that column's tick. The first lines arc comment lines. and thcy have 
thc >;Jrne format .is commcnts in C. 

.'.1. Dctinilion Lines 

Follo\~mg thc comments are two Jqin/:wn !Ine~ for the evenLS namcd curl Jnd extend 

Ih;ll ~rform a lingcr movcment mstructlon. mmt'jln-.:cr. when thc event is exccutcd. 
DClinIllOn lInes begm wllh a "q" In the first column. followed by an evcnt name. an instruc
lion n.lnlC . .ind any paramctcrs. ","Ole lhat thl~ line Jdincs thc cvent, but does not cause it to 
!'x: (\ecuted. The mme..}inger instrucllon l.lkc>; ~ p.lfame!ers. The lirst is the linger number (0 
Il'r lhumh. I for index rin~er. and -;0 on). The IJst four parameter.; correspond to the finger's 
Jl'lnt .tn~~'"" .It the cornrktlon of thc cvcnl. 

.'.J. L\ecution l,ines 

The last t\\O Ilncs m thl.? c\.lmpl\? Jrc t'xc"'c,([wn :tnCS that "peCI!'Y a sequence of succes
.'Ivcl~ C\ccu[cd c\en[:-. EXl.?cu(j(~n IIncs bq;in with In I.?vent namc, Each column in an cxccu
:l()n Ilnc \.·()rrc'rc1nJ.; t(' J ll.:k Junnt: \\hlch .in C\1.?1it ml~h[ ~ executed. ,-\ lime linc is sho·,I.·n 
111 J d'mrnCIH JN1\C thc C\c':U[lOn Imc:; [0 aid In di,;.:u-.:,mg the liming of operallons. 
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In the example. the appearance of the execution character ":;" in the first column causes 
curl to begin execution during the lirst tick. The";;" character is followeJ by a "=". This is a 
continuation character. The appearance of a continuation character after the execution charac
ter means that the event's execution is to be extended into the next tick. The first occurrence 
of curl is extended into the sixth tick. In other words. by the sixth tick. the index finger will 
have moved from its initial position to a completed curled position. and the duration of move
ment will have been six ticks. During the seventh tick. the event extend causes the finger to 
begin straightening. This operation is completed during the tenth tick. In the 11 th tick. the 
linger stans to curl again. only this time. the curling takes ten ticks to be completed and the 
script will be completed in the 20th tick. The speed of execution of a script. that is. the length 
of each tick. can be modified via a system parameter. This enables tasks to be sped up or 
slowed down with a single parameter. 

/* Script example showing parallelism and a guarded move: 
Two fingers are moved. If a finger senses tactile contact, it 
halts. */ 

/* DEFINITION LINES */ 
~ stopO guarded tact 
~ stop1 guarded tact 

/* EXECUTION LINES */ 

o 0 2000 2000 2000 
1 0 2000 2000 2000 

/* 1234567890123456789012345678 .... */ 
stopO 1* 
st.opl #=== 

figure 5: DIAL script for guarded linger moves. 

J.-t. [\pre"lsing Parallelism 

The ;:\cnlS In the ",cript of Flt:urc ~ .ire cxc-:utcd ~equcntially. Figure 5 ~hows h(l~ 
r.lr~,d; .. :[l-;lll is notated. Thc task to be cxeculed is J ~u;HJeJ movc With tactile sensIng: two 
Iln~,'r, Jr\,.' moved "imuIL.lncou~ly. Jnd CJch ~IOp", If liS tJclIk sensor.; detect contacl. The 
C\ ent~ .irc nJmcd SfOpO and s(()pl. and Ihc guardeJ move With tactile sensing instruction IS 
c.llkJ ,·:/,;r,ft'''_t(lC!. The p.lfamcter.; In the Je!inlllOn lines have the same meaning as those in 
,he prc\ ;.)U' '..:npl. thJI IS. m(1\e lir.~~r \; to the 10(;1110n derined in the last four pafamcter 
\.ll:Jc", n ... Jlfkrence hctv,cen the mo\t' ~tin-.:er Jnd ::lkJrJeJ_tact mstructlons IS thal with the 
::U,lflkJ nhl\~. :.lll· 11:1:':Cf '10p:; liS n1(1110n \l.hen -:onLJCl h ... cnsed -- whethef it has reached the 
lInal ll~L';1l10n \'r r1l.)1 Ir- no cOn!JLt I' .;enscJ. then the ringer reachcs its tinal location, and It 
u,e" th~ numhcr 01" th.:ks defined m the execution lincs to Jo so. In the cxample. the thumb 
nc;ms IL, nl(I\emem (e\en! S((lrll) Jt IILk I. \\-'hile the Ihumb I, moving. the index tingef .lIsa 
x~lns tCI n1l'\e Il'\~nt ",,[,1, hc,;mnm; Jtli-:k ~l The .;cnpt ~how\ that ooth events llso tef
nlln,ltc Jt Jlfkr.:nt limes, If eml:- (me (It' the fin~cr-; mJke..; contact. then the othef fin~cr 
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continues in irs molion until it reaches its destinalion. 

/* Pick and place script 
(1) Move hand/arm to a predefined location. 
(2) Grasp an object using tendon force control (grasp with 

force primitive) 
(3) Pick up hand/arm and move object to a new location. 
(4) Use PUMA move-until-touch primitive with tendon force 

sensing to locate table height. 
(5) Put down the object. */ 

/* DEFINITION LINES */ 
% preshape handyose 
% open handyose 
% grasp grasp_ force 
% to_object puma_ command 
% relocate puma_ command 
% retract arm move arm -
% findtable puma_mut_ force 

/* EXECUTION LINES */ 

"3 _ f ingyreshape·· 
"open_hand" 
Ox0662 Ox0222 400 
"ex move_to_object" 
"ex relocate_object·· 
.. final_armyos .. 

/" :nove puma until the hand's 
tendon force sensors detect 
table */ 

/* 1 2 3 4 
/* 12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567 .... */ 
pre shape 
to_object 
grasp 
relocate 
findtable 
open 
retract arm 

#===== 
#====== 

# 
#=== 

# 
#=== 

#========= 

Figure 6: Pick and Place Script. 

~. TASK I: PICK :\'0 PLACE 

f-i,:un: h ,haws .10 example of J Dl.-\L scnpt thJt performs a ~ommon t!rasping task: 
[,II.;l-.Jn.l! up .10 obJcct with a three-lingercd ~rJsp ;.md putting it down In a different locllion. 
rhl' , .. :npl Illustrates me u~ of SCVCfJ! conllnuous ,ensIng. continuous ~KlIon primitives . .IS 

\~..:ll J, ~'\1()rJInated usc of the h;rnd mJ the Jrm, The events {'reshu{'e Jnd W_Oh}t'Cl ~Ire exe
_'ut~d In rJrJlkl in licks I-X. preshJPIn~ the hmd t'or J three-lingcred grasp and simultlncously 
nlm In~ Lh~' Jrm to a prcdctcrmincd local1on, The pre~hJPJng IS condudcd Jl tick X whilc lhe 
.Iml nWlI\'n _'l)nllnUeS until lid. I~ .-\Iter the hand rCJches the object In lick l~ (lhe object's 
~"lSIti(1n IS J"umcJ l-.nown In this scnpt I. thc c"cnt ~ruS{' executes the composite function 
,·r.L.i," \\u}z.r;lr,'e, (jrdS{, \\ah,forct' Instructs the hmd to ~rasp m object ;rnd to terminate when 
tllC tend(m fnn.:cs excecd J ..:e11J1I1 lhre:-.hold, The parameter'i In the ddinition line speciCy 
\\hl..:h )('Ints to mO\e. \l,hil.:h tenJ~1ns to monitor. :.mJ \l,hat the value of the Coree IS, The 
111:.:tru.:ri("I!1 ,!:lfcf' from the pre\lou..,l:- JI~cussed instructions il1 that there is no way to deter
:1lI:~e jhcJJ 01 lime hem l('ln~ Ih C\c,:utlon \l,lll t.ikc Therefore. \l,hlle It 10.; ... hown JS J sln~lc· 
Il-:l-. ~'~rJtll)!1 In the 'cnpl. me :;rJ'plng opcr:ltion conunues until the f'lramcter value, 
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specified in the definition line are satisfied. In this way. the essential non-determinism of a 
robotic task can be captured in DIAL. Command~ of ind'!terminate length are implemented as 
single tick events. but the completion of the event actually determines the tick's length. 

After the hand has formed a grasp of desired strength around the object, the hand/arm 
picks up the object and moves it to a new location above the table (the event relocate that 
begins in tick 16 and ends at tick 25). The exact position above the table is not known, only 
that the object is above the table. The next event, findtable, is used to move the arm toward 
the table and to stop when the hand detects contact with the table. Like the event grasp, the 
event is shown as a single tick because it is not know how long it will take to make contact. 
When the tendon force sensors determine that the hand has contacted the table, the hand 
releases the object (the event open, begiruting at tick 27), and then retracts the arm (the event 
retraccarm in ticks 36-45). Thus, we can embed sensory feedback in DIAL scripts. 

5. TASK 2: POURING FROM A PITCHER 

Another example script is to have our hand/arm system pick the top off of a pitcher on a 
table, place the top on the table, pick up the pitcher and pour the liquid out. replacing the 
pitcher on the table. This particular task is implemented with joint space position control, joint 

space force control. and Canesian space arm control. The DIAL script for such a task is 
sho'WTI in figure 7. TIle primitives used here are the same as those introduced in the previous 
scripts. During ticks 1-13. the ann and hand are moved toward the pitcher (event geCtop). 
and the hand is preshaped to grasp the top (event pittop). In tick 14, the event grab_lOp is 
used to grasp the pitcher top securely (Figure 8). During ticks 15-24, the hand/arm lifts the 
top off the pitcher and moves the top to a position at which it will release the top (event 
lifCtop, Figure I). Starting at tick 25, the event pittop (which uses the low-level system primi
tive hand...jJose) is used to move the hand back to its pre shape position. This movement has 
the effect of releasing the top. because in the preshaping pose the hand is not in contact with 

the top. From tick 29 to 35. the ann moves to a position to grasp the pitcher (event coJrasp, 
Figure 9). and simultaneously preshapes the hand to grasp the pitcher (event prepit). The 
event grabpit (tick 36) grasps the pitcher (Figure 10); event pourpir (ticks 37-44) lifts the 

pitcher, turns it to pour the contents (Figure 11). and then replaces the pitcher in its 'riginal 
posilion. Event prepir is used to release the pitcher and the PUMA movement event 
rerraccarm removes the hand/arm from the pitcher. 

6. TASK 3: REMOVING A UGHT BULB 

Figure 12 is a last example of a DIAL script -- removing a light bulb from a socket (see 
figure 13), This is a task that requires tendon force feedback to determine the grasp strength 

and coordination of the fingers moving in parallel to unscrew the bulb. The script performs 

the task by moving the ann to the lightbulb while preshaping the hand. and then repeating the 
following sequence of events: grasp the lightbulb, tum the hand/ann counterclockwise. release 
the grasp, move back to the initial preshaped position by rotating the hand and ann clockwise. 

After the bulb becomes loose, the hand grasps the bulb and retracts it from the socket. 

In the script. movement of the arm to the bulb occurs during ticks 1-10. At tick 6. the 
preshaping of the hand is begun and will execute in paralIel with the ann motion. resulting in 

the ann reaching its destination above the bulb in tick 10 with the hand preshaped. The next 

set of event lines represent the repeated sequence of grasps and movements that unscrew the 
bulb from the socket. The event grasp_bulb in tick 11 causes the hand to develop a secure 
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/* Pitcher script: 
(1) Move arm/hand to above pitcher and grasp the top 
(2) Lift top, move to new location and put it on table. 
(3) Preshape hand to lift pitcher using pitcher's handle 

and move the arm/hand into the position. 
(4) Grasp the pitcher, lift it and pour out the conte~ts. 
(5) Replace the pitcher to its original location. 

/* DEFINITION LINES */ 
~ prepit handyose "open_ hand" 
'is pittop handyose "pitcher_top" /* preshape for top 
'is get_top puma_ command "ex get_top" /* arm above pitcher 
% lift _top puma_ command "ex lift _top" /* lift pitcher */ 
~ to _grasp puma_ command "ex to_grasp" 
~ pouryit pwr..a_ command "ex pouryit" 
% retract arm pu!ua command "ex retract a=" -
~ grabtop get_ force Ox6666 Ox0222 5 
~ grabpit get_ force Oxeeee Ox0222 2 

/* EXECUTION ~INES */ 
/* 1 2 3 4 5 
/* 12345678901234567890123456i8901234567890123456789012*/ 
pit top 
get_top 
grabtop 
lift_top 

# #=== 
#======= 

to_grasp 
prepit 
grabpit 
pouryit 
retract arm 

# 
#==== 

#=== 
# #=== 

# 
#==== 

Figure 7: DIAL '\Cript for pouring pitcher task. 

#----------

*/ 
*/ 

~r.l';' .l,',',,,:J the bult"1. The ncxt c\\.'nb. [HISfJ .. U:.! In,j tHL\f_llrmCC\\'. roUle thc lingers 01 

: :'L' ::.::lJ .lI1J the arm \\ n "L re'f'I.'':l1 \ cl ~. 1:1 J • ('unt.: h: [,1-:k\\ hC motion Ili-:K-; 12 -20 L The 

lund :' Ilhl\..:J lOthe p0,;lllon :m~·~(I.\/l Ill':\..' 21·2~1 tn r::!\.' .. b": the grJsp or the hanJ. JIld then 

::1\.' 11.1n,\ .mJ Jrm Jre retumcJ to their 1n1:I..tl p<Nllon" h~ the events preshape and 
:'.\. ,; ,:n':l ",! In lh.·k., 24. ~(l Thh '..:qu.:n(c mu't ~ rqX:JkJ J number oi" timcs beforc thc 

I!:'::ll t'lulo I.' un,.:rc\\cJ, J,; ,h()\\n .\t the -:(lmpk110n 0f thc ..;cnpt. thc event refract_(Iml IS 

,'\;:':UI\.'d Ill, rl'nlll\( lhc II~hlt'lult'l Irnm ItS 'O(.kel ..tIlJ lilt II In Jlr InOllt:c IhJl thc hJllJ is still 

:,:;.!<'In~ Ih\.' t'lult'll 
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Figure 8: Grasping the pitcher top. 

Figure lJ: Preshaping the hand for grasping. 
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Figure 10: Grasping the pitcher. 
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Figure II: Pouring [he grasped pitcher. 
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1* Script for removing a lightbul~ 

(1) Move arm/hand to above lightbulb and preshape 

(2) Repeat the following sequence until bulb is 
unscrewed: 

- Grasp the lightbulb tightly 
- Twist the fingers and joint 6 of P~~A 

counterclockwise 
- Release the grip on the lightbulb 
- Twist fingers and joint 6 of PUMA clockwise back 

to position at start of (2) 

(3) Grasp lightbulb and retract arm to lift bulb ou~ 
of socket. */ 

/* DEFINITION LINES */ 
~ pre shape 
~ to bulb 
~ grasp_bulb 
i: twist hand 
~ ungrasp 
.. twist armCC"1'l 

.. retract arm 

handyose 
puma_co=.and 
grasp_force 
handyose 
handyose 
puma_command 
puma _ co=..and 
puma _ comrr..and 

/* EXECUT:ON LINES */ 
/* 1 11/ 
/* 1234567890 *1 
to bulb #========= 
preshape #==== 

··prelight·· 
··ex to bulb·· 
Ox0666 Ox0222 400 
··unscrew·· 
··ungrasp·· 
··ex twist wrist·· 
··ex twist cw·· 
··ex retract arm·· 

/" R.:::?E:AT 7HE 
I" 
I" 

FO~~OWING SECTrON DESIRED ~~ER OF T:XES */ 
1 2 3 * / 
12345678901234567890 */ 

grasp_bulb 
~· ... :"st ~a!"'~d 

-:: ..... :.st a=.c::-,.; 
::. ..... l.st. arne,.; 
·"::1grasp 
pre9:-.ape 

# 
#=== 
;; 

It= 
#----------

,,----tt----

1* THE ~ST ITERATION, PERFORM 7HE FOL~OWING SEQUENCE TO ~~OVE 
THE BULB FROM THE SOCKET */ 

grasp_::·..::'b # 
-::wist. ~a:1d #=====--= 
t.wist a=.c~,.; #=--====== 
ret.ract a~ It======= 

Fi~url' I'· DIAL \rript for rl'm()\inL! li~ht hulh la ... k. 
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Figure 13: Hand remo\ ing light bulb from socket-

Sl'\l\L\RY 

Tho: ,~stcm we hJ\e built IS ;m lmporunt 'tep In buddmg ;m IntegrJted multi-sensor 
:,1nl)[k pcn:eption system Robol1( s:- stems necd to hJve the JbllilY to process sensor GJlJ 

. fl'm .I num~r of sour(cs JnJ to ~ progrJmmcJ In J simple Jnd nJlural wJy to Jccomplish 
;~.I'rl:l.~ JnJ mJI11pulJl1on [asks Our ,,:-stem hJS allo ..... ed us to budd a num~r of lask level 
,_ ;Irh l~Jt ~'mhod:- pJr:1lkl JctUJl10n nt de\ k~S ,hands. lin~ers. ann, ..... nSlJ ..... llh sensory ked

:'.Lk. I ~Or.l J :It.l:-:ltxr ,)1 Jil:ercm sour(es ,JOint PO"lllllnS. tendon forces. tal:tlie JrraysJ. We Jre 

... :T_'nl:- JJJlr~; \ :'11'n ,en:--0rs to !h;, ,!,tem. Jnd lhese "ensor; ..... ill be IntcgrJtcd through the 

'.Ell,' 'cl or 'Oll\~ .Ire .IS the hJnJ rnmltl\eS 

fhe ~;:::h-k'. el C:l'nta.'l ot me ,:, ,:em throu,:;h DI.\L needs to be further modified to 

,·\t:"J it.; ~·.lrJrll;ue' m the rotx111":s Jonurn One ~'(tenslOn IS to Includc the Jbility :0 

:\ '1.::n:":..1!l:, Jll:~ ,_ ::rt ,e~ucn,-c:' Cum:ntl!. DI.\L mu,t continue on J 'Ingle ,(npl lhr-:Jj 

fl'r : '\Jn1 ric. If! I1JpliC c: 'rl,""lr:.ll1I'n [J"I\s. the feedback from the hJI1JiJnn "! ...rem Is used :,' 

c.:,·:lCJlC hYP<'th,>e" .IN"1ut JI1 ()b:·.:ct"" 'hapc. ..... hi ch CJn In\ e ne..... rounJs of scnsor~. 
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e:ICploration. This can be implemented by having multiple DIAL scripts available. and dynami
cally executing a panicular script sequence based upon the outcome of the previous explora

tion. 
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